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An exact solution of triple integrsl equations involving inverse Uellin transforms has been obtained by finite Hilbert 
transform technique in this psper. The advantage of the above mentioned technique is that the solution obtained 
' is simpler than that given by Srivastav & Parihar. Finally the application of triple integral equations to two 
dimensional electrostatic problem has also been discuwd. 
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This paper is devoted to the study of the integral equations 
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where # (s) is unknown and f,. (p), fi ( p )  and f, ( p )  are prescribed. Initially Srivastav $ Pariharl solved 
dual' and triple integral equations involving.inverse Mellin transforms in a closed form. !'$hey reduced 
triple integral equations to dual series equations, whose solution is well-known. Later on ErdelyP pre- 
sented the solution of dual integral equations with the help of fractional integrals which leads t9 the solu- 
tion already obtained by Srivastav & Pariharl. The method adopted here is that of finite Hilbert trans- 
form technique discussed by Srivastava, & ~owen~ruba, for- ~olving triple integral equations. It will 
sel-ve to get an straight and simplified solution. In the final section an application has been made to 
electrostatic problem. The analysis given here is purely formal and no attempt is made to justify 
the various limiting process. 
R E S U L T S  
Some results, which are useful later on are given here. 
From Mellin's inversion theorem and integral relations given4, it follows that for c > 0 
h 
and that for c < - , 
2 
= (P" -I) - * 
for p > 1. J 
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Trivial change of variables can easily be found from Gradshteyn & Ryzhik6 asd fromz 
. . -  (br, - ah)* 
where q = br, and R is ehiPtic integral of first kind. K .denotes the complete elliptic integral. 
Tricomi'J discussed the theorem for finite Hilbert transform, but laere we shall use the modified Hiibert 
transform theorem. . 
, . 
MODIFIED HILBERT T R A N S F O R M  T H E O R E M  
If p e L2 (a, b), then the equation 
. 
has the solution * I" 
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+ (th - ah)& (bi - t h ) t  - 69. 
where C is an arbitrary constant and the first term belongs to the class L, (a, b) (P, is :alled the finite 
Hilbert transform.) 
SOLUTION 03  TRIPLE^- I N T E G R A L  E Q U A T I O N & .  
Let us consider the triple integral equations 
and 
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ing Mellin's theorem and (7), (9) and ( l o ) ,  we obtain : .- 
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Substituting (11) in (a), me have after interchanging the order of integratioos 
i c t i c a  . i" - p-s-ttian dls& - - - t"a-1 g (th)dt. - 2nd s = H ( p ) ,  a < p < 1 ,  
a ,  c - i m  
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where 
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Using (1)  and (2),  it can easily be provtfd that - % t 
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where a = - B *  I 
Witb the help of well-known integral 
- .. (14) m be written as 
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Using (16), we can now write (12) in the form . A 
1 
(phi2 f t n l 2 )  
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Differentiat& (17) with rtqeeti to p ,  we have --L . - - - - - -  A 
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where H' ( p )  denotes differentiation with respect to p. The equation (18) has the same form as (6), using ?+& 
(63, the function g (th) is given by 
For determining C, multiplying both sides of (17) by 
h 
. [ ( p h - - - d ) ( l m  p h ) ] - 1  Tp""-"  
. - 
. 
and integrating between the limit (a, I), we get on using (4) \ 
substituting (19) into (20) and then interchanging the order of intepationa, xe find - that 
a ~ 
where q = (1 - ah)) . I 
Knowing g(tn) with the help of (19) and (21) we canget $ (8) from (11). * 
The special case of much p?wtical importance shall be one ind*ch fl = fs = 0, f2 ( p )  = p,,, 
then 
where 
To illmtrsts the use of the solution of triple integral epuations we considerthb wedge ah 
fane$ a, earthed on the face B = a snd a strip lying in the interval a < p  < 1 charged &t 
t p The strip is lying on the fm 9 = 0. 
We haw the 
32v 1 3 7  v2 v fp, e) = -+--  1 pv 
3P2 P 3p +T FE 0. (23) 
P 4 0 ,  00 ) ,  
O < e < a ,  
, V ( p , a ) =  0 ,  6 =  a ,  O C p < c n  - (24) 
V (p , 0) = po (constant), a < p < l  (26) 
The solution of (23) satisfying the condition (24), has the form 
j ,  
t r 
c + im 
I v (P, 8) = .I A (8) sin fa - e) s P - ~  as. (27) 
C- 3m 
(26) and (26) reduce to  triple integral equations. 
c - i m  
where # (s) = A (s) cos 31s. 
Now we shall find the surface charge density of the strip which is equal to 
Hence 
. 
c + i m  
1 
.(P) =% [& $ ~ $ ( s ) p - ~ d s ]  ; a < p < i 
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(31) 
We have from (1 1) 
1 jt8+h,2-1 # (8) = - 8 g (tb) dt . (32) 
a R 
umng the Mellin's theorem from (28) a d  (31) we get 
1 
8 S (8) = 4e'J. cv (p) pa d p  . 
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(33) 
(39) and (33) we have -- 
:.!I2+g (el , a @-b 9 &r 
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